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X-BIONIC INVENT 4_0 CYCLING BIB PANTS PADDED MEN'S 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
171,50 €

171,50 €

Ask a question  

Manufacturer: X-Bionic  

 

Description 
X-BIONIC INVENT 4_0 CYCLING BIB PANTS PADDED MEN'S

 X-BIONIC ® INVENT ® 4.0. They are perfect for long training sessions or endurance races.

 ONLY WITH X-BIONIC ® 4.0: INNOVATIVE RETINA ® TECHNOLOGY WITH VERY HIGH DEFINITION. It provides ultra-high-definition
texture, ultra-high-density function transmission and ultra-precision body zoning.

 NEW 3D BIONIC SPHERE ® SYSTEM. The patented and award-winning 3D Bionic Sphere ® system blocks unpleasant humidity, the
sensation of overheating and the risk of cooling during rest and recovery periods.

 INNERLAP AIRCONDITIONING ZONE ® is a thin mesh of knitted fabric without insulating zones. It is cooled by air exchange as soon
as sweat develops.

 100% PURE SWISS ENGINEERED. Made in Italy. Over 700 international awards and test wins for revolutionary features and designs.
More than 800 registered patents for a unique technology.
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 ART. NO.: IN-BB05W19M-B036-S

 Cycling is your passion and excellent performance is your pride! With the X-BIONIC ® INVENT ® 4.0 CYCLING RACE BIB PANTS PADDED
MEN shorts, specially designed for ambitious cyclists, you increase your performance and at the same time enjoy the lightness of a weight-
optimised design.

 The new 4.0 generation is the first to have Retina ® ultra high definition quality for unique precision of functionality. For a targeted effect,
intelligent functional zones can be positioned even more precisely in the ultra-dense knitted fabric.

 The Two-Step Front 3D Bionic Sphere ® system on the lower abdomen and the optimized 3D Bionic Sphere ® system on the coccyx are highly
active functional surfaces that guarantee continuous thermal compensation.

 The patented Partialkompression ® combines the advantages of compression with a cooling effect. Perfectly positioned Sweat Traps ® absorb
excess sweat and allow it to evaporate for targeted and precise cooling. The Innerlap AirConditioning Zone ® on the inside of the thighs and the
targeted insulation of the ISO-Pads improve climate management and comfort.

 For maximum comfort, the anatomically shaped Elite2000XT Bike Pad adapts perfectly to the human anatomy and relieves pressure-sensitive
blood vessels and nerves. 
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